
 

Forza Horizon 2 may not be considered a racing simulator, but it is very close. The automobile models are meticulously accurate
and the environments look as close to real life as possible. It has been receiving rave reviews from fans and critics alike for its
visuals, gameplay, and soundtrack. Want to know more? Read ahead! In addition to having accurate car models and gorgeous
environments, Forza Horizon 2 also features an innovative graphics engine that is capable of rendering dynamic night racing
with cars providing light trails on road surfaces at high speeds. It also includes changing day and night cycles with over 200
different roadway surfaces that all have an impact on your driving experience. The game's innovative setting was created to
foster creativity and community among players. This means that players can share their best times via the game's "ghost"
system. All ghost runs will display for friends, family, and other players to see. It also contains two built-in online competitions
where you can race head-to-head against other players in both split-screen (2–4 player splitscreen only) and online multiplayer
races (4 player splitscreen available). Forza Horizon 2 has received video game industry acclaim, including much praise
regarding its soundtrack. The sound effects are also well done, including engine noises. The graphics are amazing, with
reflections and high definition textures that can be made to look even more realistic by adjusting the "Graphic Quality" setting.
The gameplay is very smooth and easy to learn and master. There is a racing line that turns red when you're driving off the track
and it also turns green when you're driving on-track. This makes it easier for players to find their way around the courses, as
well as indicate where they need improvement with their techniques. The default controller settings are not as sensitive as those
of other racing games so players can focus more on mastering the racing mechanics than trying to simply control their car. Forza
Horizon 2 also features an innovative graphics engine that is capable of rendering dynamic night racing with cars providing light
trails on road surfaces at high speeds. It also includes changing day and night cycles with over 200 different roadway surfaces
that all have an impact on your driving experience. The game's innovative setting was created to foster creativity and community
among players. This means that players can share their best times via the game's "ghost" system. All ghost runs will display for
friends, family, and other players to see. It also contains two built-in online competitions where you can race head-to-head
against other players in both split-screen (2–4 player splitscreen only) and online multiplayer races (4 player splitscreen
available). Forza Horizon 2 has received video game industry acclaim, including much praise regarding its soundtrack. The
sound effects are also well done, including engine noises. The graphics are amazing, with reflections and high definition textures
that can be made to look even more realistic by adjusting the "Graphic Quality" setting. The graphics options include the ability
to adjust the appearance of scratches on the cars, their shadows, and headlights.
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